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a b s t r a c t 

Existing flat peer-to-peer (P2P) systems based on distributed hash tables (DHTs) perform unsatisfactorily 

under churn due to their non-hierarchical topology. These flat DHTs (FDHTs) experience low lookup suc- 

cess ratio, high lookup latency and high bandwidth usage as a consequence of the presence of churn. 

With this, we explore the use of hierarchical DHT (HDHT), specifically the superpeer design, in mitigating 

the effects of churn. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to intensively examine HDHTs with 

and without high churn through simulations. 

Using the OMNeT ++ simulator and the OverSim framework, we analyze flat and hierarchical DHTs 

with and without churn. Results show that the implemented HDHTs perform more satisfactorily than a 

flat DHT because of better fault isolation and smaller cluster sizes at the cost of higher superpeer traffic. 

HDHTs are more stable as they have better lookup success ratios. They are more efficient as evidenced 

by lower lookup latencies and lower average node bandwidth usage. They are more scalable since their 

performance do not degrade significantly even at high population. With this, the implemented HDHTs 

can be utilized to alleviate the effects of churn in mobile networks. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Structured peer-to-peer (P2P) network is one type of overlay

etwork that organizes its nodes in a tightly controlled topol-

gy [1,2] . It acts as the routing and location service for P2P sys-

ems. Because it uses deterministic content placement based on

istributed hash tables (DHTs), this type of network is also known

s DHTs. Its advantage over the unstructured P2P network, another

ype of overlay network, is its efficient item location. However,

hese DHTs require overlay maintenance traffic to constantly reor-

anize the topology. 

In this research, we focus on the analysis of structured P2P

verlays or DHTs under churn, the process of node arrival and de-

arture. This phenomenon occurs when nodes recurrently connect

nd disconnect from the network causing transient behavior in the

ystem. When present in DHTs, churn induces routing performance

egradation such as low lookup success, high latency and high

andwidth consumption (see Sections 2, 4 and 5 ). 

Now that mobile and wireless devices become part of everyday

ser experience, accessibility to all applications using any machine
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as been significant. Users expect availability of different applica-

ions such as P2P in their devices. Some P2P applications are file

haring, multimedia streaming, Voice over IP (VoIP) and multicast-

ng. In addition, more devices are now and will be connected to

he Internet; according to Cisco Systems, “37 billion new things

ill be connected by 2020” [3] . 

With the growing mobile population and the increasing user

xpectation, there exists a need to integrate these mobile de-

ices into the P2P community. These devices will be able to prop-

rly utilize P2P applications if the routing and location service, or

he overlay network, can withstand the dynamic membership and

outing performance degradation caused by churn in mobile net-

orks. Thus, the overlay should be stable, efficient and scalable in

rder for the mobile users to experience seamless network connec-

ivity for their applications. 

Current DHTs employing a flat design have poor performance

hen faced with the presence of churn. These overlays experience

ow lookup success, high latency and high bandwidth consump-

ion. Thus, a flat DHT is not designed for dynamic networks. Some

HTs have a hierarchical topology which has fault isolation due

o multiple independent overlays. Such hierarchical design offers

ood stability, efficiency and scalability. However, to the best of our

nowledge, hierarchical DHTs have not been examined intensively

nder churn through simulations. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.02.003
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comcom
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comcom.2016.02.003&domain=pdf
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Table 1 

Churn scenarios. 

High churn Low churn 

Physical failure Fluctuating wireless signal Machine reboot 

Battery saving mechanisms Power shortage 

Power surge 

User behavior Downloading short files Downloading/Uploading torrent 

Streaming short video clips Facebook-ing on computers 

Chatting for hours 

Mobility Cell phone on a moving car 

Cell phone on a train MANETs 

VANETs Cell phone on a moving person 

Table 2 

P2P file-sharing traces. 

Traces Approximate mean 

session time 

Gnutella trace [20] 2 h 

Microsoft trace [21] 6 d 

Overnet trace [22] 2 h 

Skype trace [23] 1 h 
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With this, our research aims to investigate the performance of

different DHTs, flat and hierarchical, against the effects of churn.

Scrutinizing the impact of churn would assist in determining

whether these DHTs would withstand churn effects in mobile net-

works. Through simulations, the contributions of our paper are as

follows: 

• We have evaluated a flat DHT (FDHT or simply DHT) and a hi-

erarchical DHT (HDHT) with or without the presence of churn

under several simulation scenarios. This evaluation determines

which design offers better performance when dynamic mem-

bership is prevalent. 
• We have evaluated two different hierarchical DHTs with or

without churn under several simulation scenarios. This deter-

mines whether two different HDHTs would perform similarly

and where they can be implemented. 

In the succeeding sections, we present the problem of churn in

P2P overlays over wireless or mobile networks. Section 2 expounds

on relevant works in peer-to-peer and the challenges of churn. This

section shows how FDHTs perform poorly under churn and how

HDHTs can be the better alternative in mobile networks. Section 3

describes the simulation setup and procedures for evaluating the

effects of churn on the DHT performance and for investigating HD-

HTs. Sections 4 and 5 assess the performance of the different DHTs

with and without churn. Lastly, Section 6 summarizes all the as-

sessments and recommendations with regards to the implemented

DHTs. 

2. Related work 

This section discusses the concept of churn and the current

trend in FDHTs under churn to show the infeasibility of flat topolo-

gies under dynamic environments. Recent works on hierarchical

P2P systems are also presented to establish their merits over flat

P2P systems. 

2.1. Overview of peer-to-peer 

A P2P network is an overlay network formed on top of the In-

ternet Protocol (IP) network and is independent of the underly-

ing physical network. The overlay network topology and its rout-

ing and location mechanism are crucial to the operation of a P2P

content distribution system [1] , since items must first be located

before any file exchange occurs. These two may affect several sys-

tem attributes including fault tolerance, performance, availability

and scalability. 

P2P overlay networks can be categorized according to overlay

network organization (i.e. how the overlay is constructed) [1,2] .

These overlays can be categorized either as structured or un-

structured. On one hand, structured networks have tightly con-

trolled topology and deterministic content placement based on

DHT. The node identifier space in a structured network defines

the node topology, that is where each node is located relative to

another node. On the other hand, unstructured overlays have no

prior knowledge on network topology and use flooding mecha-

nisms. Some examples of structured overlays are Chord, Pastry, Ke-

lips, Tapestry and Kademlia; while some unstructured overlays are

Freenet, Gnutella, FastTrack and BitTorrent. 

An advantage of structured over unstructured P2P networks is

its efficient item location. Due to the controlled topology map-

ping of structured networks, peers can easily and efficiently locate

items based on file pointers. Unstructured systems, on the other

hand, use inherently wasteful flooding to route queries and to trace

data location. However, a disadvantage of structured overlays is the

need for maintenance of the controlled topology [1] . 
Structured overlays, or sometimes called as DHTs, can be fur-

her classified based on overlay node hierarchy, namely FDHTs and

DHTs. FDHTs are simple in terms of construction since nodes are

rganized only in one level or layer. Examples of FDHTs are Chord

4] , Pastry [5] , Kelips [6] , Tapestry [7] and Kademlia [8] . HDHTs

llow peer heterogeneity and localization because nodes may be

lustered into different levels or layers. Examples of HDHTs are

hordella [9] , Brocade [10] , Garces-Erice design [11] , HIERAS [12] ,

-Chord [13] , Canon [14] , Cyclone [15] , and Coral [16] . 

.2. Overview of churn 

Churn is the process of node arrival and departure. Common

auses of this phenomenon are physical failure, user behavior

nd node mobility. Physical properties, such as channel unrelia-

ility and machine failure, trigger network disconnection. Behav-

oral properties (e.g. how long a user is online or offline, how a

ser acts) can also trigger disconnection and reconnection. Lastly,

odes moving away or towards radio coverage can be disconnected

r connected to the network. Examples on mobility may be related

o either physical failure due to limitation of radio coverage or user

ehavior due to node movement. Table 1 provides a list of scenar-

os based on the causes of churn. 

Depending on the cause, nodes may leave the network grace-

ully or not. Graceful departure occurs when a peer performs the

ecessary leave procedure by announcing departure and transfer-

ing data to neighbor peers. In contrast, ungraceful departure oc-

urs when a peer leaves the network abruptly. Data and queries for

he departed peer are lost. Neighbor peers are only updated about

he leave during maintenance. 

Churn is typically modeled in terms of session times (i.e. con-

ection duration) or in terms of churn rates (i.e. node join/leave

requency) [17–19] . Low churn rate, or long session time, is in the

rder of hours or days. High churn rate, or short session time, is in

he order of seconds or minutes. 

Session times in wireless networks are considered to be high

hurn. As opposed to the 1–2-h churn rates in wired networks,

ireless networks have 120–600-s churn rates [18] . Furthermore,

hurn rate for mobile devices is modelled as short online/session

imes [17,19] . 

Table 2 lists different real world file-sharing applications and

he measured session times when users are connected via wired
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Table 3 

Wireless network traces. 

Traces Session time Connection type 

Kim et al. [24] ≈ 8–9 min WiMAX 

McNett and Voelker [25] 6.25 min (median) Campus network 

Papadopouli et al. [26] 9, 18, 34 min (median) Campus network 

Table 4 

Performance degradation of FDHTs under high churn. 

Reference Decreased 

lookup success 

Increased 

lookup latency 

Increased 

bandwidth 

usage 

Rhea et al. [30] Yes Yes Yes 

Herrera and Znati [34] Yes Yes Yes 

Chan et al. [17] Yes Yes N/A 

Hsiao and King [32] N/A Yes Yes 

Ou et al. [31] Yes N/A No 

Price et al. [35] Yes N/A N/A 

Hoang et al. [18] Yes No N/A 
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Table 5 

Performance improvement of FDHTs under high churn due to utilized strategies 

(R for redundancy, TP for topology maintenance, and LS for lookup strategy). 

Reference Utilized 

strategy 

Increases 

lookup 

success 

Decreases 

lookup 

latency 

Decreases 

bandwidth 

usage 

Ou et al. [36] R and LS Yes No No 

Herrera-Ruiz and Znati [37] R and TM Yes No No 

Hsiao and King [32] TM Yes Yes No 

Hoang et al. [18] TM Yes No No 

Kim et al. [38] TM No Yes No 

Price et al. [35] TM Yes No No 
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edia. This table shows that these file-sharing systems experience

hurn despite being connected via a stable connection. 

Table 3 shows various datasets collected from laptops and

ireless clients over mobile and wireless networks. These traces

how that wireless networks are in fact high churn environ-

ents. WiMAX links are inherently unstable due to signal strength

ariation and handovers [24] . While in wireless LANs com-

rised of multiple access points (AP), session times are often

hort due to mobility-induced handoffs. With these, P2P through-

ut and routing performance suffer due to instability in mobile

etworks. 

With the problem of high churn in mobile networks, the ques-

ion of whether resource-constrained mobile devices may be able

o participate in P2P overlays arises. According to [19] , prototype

easurements show that mobile nodes in a P2P overlay incur

easonable CPU processing (around 20%–25%) and network traffic

around 600 bytes/s). Mobile devices connected to either UMTS or

LANs can operate up to approximately 20 h without any run-

ing P2P application [27] . However, when connected to a DHT via

LANs, mobile device batteries can only support a 4–6-h life-

ime [28] , which is much longer than typical session times in high

hurn. Despite the limited resources, mobile devices can partici-

ate in a P2P overlay based on battery life, CPU processing and

andwidth usage [29] . 

.3. Churn analysis in FDHTs 

In this subsection, we discuss the performance of FDHTs and

heir infeasibility at highly dynamic scenarios. Since DHTs are

ainly involved in routing and location, performance is typically

nalyzed using three metrics: lookup success ratio, lookup la-

ency, and bandwidth consumption. Success ratio indicates the per-

entage of the total lookup requests that are completed success-

ully (i.e. data are found). Lookup latency is the delay in time

nits incurred from request to response. Bandwidth consumption

s the amount of traffic consumed either by data or maintenance

verhead. 

Table 4 displays recent analysis on the effects of high churn

o flat DHTs such as Chord, Kademlia, Kelips, Bamboo, Pastry and

apestry. In each reference, the considered overlay showed a form

f performance degradation whether in terms of lower lookup suc-

ess, longer lookup latency, or greater bandwidth usage when the

hurn rate is increased. Some entries are labeled N/A (not applica-

le) for cases where no explicit tests are performed. 
Success ratio decreases to around 20% at short session times

ue to relatively long waiting time [30] . On the other hand, suc-

ess ratio decreases by 20% when high churn is employed due to

ata item out of place [31] . Due to network partitions, success ra-

ios significantly drop down to about 10% when the session time is

bout 120 s [18] . 

Latency increases from about 1–5 s when churn rate is in-

reased [30] . Similar to latency, the percentage of hop counts due

o timeouts increase when shorter session time is employed [32] .

andwidth usage intensifies depending on the maintenance algo-

ithm [30] and on traffic caused by timeouts [32] . 

In some references, the considered overlay showed no decline

n a certain performance metric. According to [31] , bandwidth us-

ge does not increase even when peer session times are shortened.

t low churn rates, bandwidth is consumed by the maintenance

raffic of the large overlay. At high churn rates, bandwidth is used

ostly by node join/leave events. So for both cases, the bandwidth

onsumptions are almost the same. Lastly in [18] , latency in terms

f hop counts slightly decreases at high churn rates. However, hop

ounts measured in this work are only of successful lookups. Ne-

lecting failed lookups may not properly represent the system’s

erformance with respect to lookup latency. 

The research works in Table 4 indicate that FDHTs perform

oorly under high churn, leading to decreased lookup success ratio,

ncreased lookup latency, and increased bandwidth usage. Since

igh churn is problematic, other research works focus on modi-

ying DHT parameters to mitigate the churn effects. 

Typical modifications to FDHTs are redundancy, topology main-

enance, and lookup strategy. In redundancy, data and other infor-

ation are replicated in multiple nodes for faster searching and

etter availability. A Kademlia implementation with data replica-

ion has improved success rates due to better availability of data

33] . In topology maintenance, routing tables and Keep Alive mes-

ages are exchanged more frequently to update or stabilize the net-

ork topology. In lookup strategy, overlay may use different rout-

ng styles such as the use of iterative/recursive routing, lookup par-

llelism or acknowledgements to ensure delivery. These techniques

an be combined and are used to modify existing parameters of

at DHTs. For example, a redundancy scheme may be combined

ith a maintenance strategy. 

Table 5 displays recent analysis on the effects of high churn

o modified flat DHTs. In each reference, the considered overlay

howed some performance improvement but at additional costs

uch as maintenance overhead and storage. In redundancy, success

atio or lookup latency improves since data become more likely

vailable and lookup requests are less likely to timeout due to

eplication. However, more storage space and more bandwidth are

equired for data replication. In topology maintenance, success ra-

io or lookup latency can improve since routing tables are more

ikely updated and lookup requests are more likely to be routed

orrectly and quickly. But additional traffic is required to shoulder

requent topology maintenance. 
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Fig. 1. An example of a superpeer HDHT design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. An example of a homogeneous HDHT design. 

Table 6 

Existing hierarchical DHTs. 

Reference Type Number of 

layers Compared 

with 

FDHT 

Considers 

intensive 

churn 

analysis 

Chordella [47] Superpeer 2 Yes No 

Brocade [10] Superpeer 2 Yes No 

Garces-Erice system [11] Superpeer 2 Yes No 

Cellular-Chord [13] Superpeer 2 Yes No 

PAIS [41] Superpeer 2 Yes No 

MobiStore [42] Superpeer 2 Yes No 

Tiny Bubbles [43] Superpeer > = 2 Yes No 

Pandey system [44] Superpeer 2 Yes No 

Mizrak system [45] Superpeer 2 No No 

HIERAS [12] 

Homogeneous 

> = 2 Yes No 

Canon [14] 

Homogeneous 

> = 2 Yes No 

Cyclone [15] 

Homogeneous 

> = 2 No No 

Coral [16] 

Homogeneous 

3 No No 

PCMS [46] 

Homogeneous 

2 Yes No 
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Considering high churn and graceful/ungraceful departures, the

combination of lookup strategy and redundancy increases the suc-

cess ratios (from about 70% to 80%) at the price of doubling

the network traffic (from 2 to 3.5 messages/node/s) [36] . In an-

other work [37] , an adaptive redundancy maintenance strategy im-

proves success ratio from 10% to 60% also at the expense of sig-

nificantly higher bandwidth (from a few kbps to more than 10 0 0

kbps). 

With the modifications, performance improvements are only

evident in one or two metrics at a certain cost. In some cases, im-

provement is not even significant. At times, FDHTs still experience

poor success ratio, longer lookup latency or higher bandwidth con-

sumption. With this, we infer that FDHTs are intrinsically bad at

high churn and that we suggest to investigate HDHTs as an alter-

native at high churn. By using a hierarchical system, there should

be a positive effect on the system performance at no extra costs

on the mobile or regular peers but rather on the superpeers. 

2.4. Hierarchical DHTs 

Hierarchical structured overlays organize their nodes into mul-

tiple levels. A hierarchical DHT can be classified depending on the

inter-cluster connections and independence either as a superpeer

or a homogeneous design [39] . 

Fig. 1 shows the superpeer design, which uses gateways to al-

low inter-cluster communications. One cluster is an almost disjoint

set of the whole system and only the gateways are connected to

two overlays. These gateways, usually called superpeers, on the top

P2P overlay are given greater responsibilities. Other peers are loca-

tion on sub overlays that may employ different DHTs. 

Fig. 2 shows the homogeneous design that has no gateway

peers. One peer can communicate to any other peer via the most

optimal overlay. Two peers may belong to the same overlay in one

level but may belong to different sub-overlays in another level.

However, this design may not be practical; if mobile devices main-

tain several sub-overlays, battery may be consumed more quickly

and contention of network might exist. With this, we have cho-

sen the superpeer design in our analysis for P2P over mobile

networks. 

The hierarchical structure imposes several advantages due to

the use of independent clusters. Considering that flat and hierar-

chical DHTs over mobile networks have the same total population,

HDHTs are better in terms of stability, efficiency and scalability be-

cause of several localized sub-overlays. 

Mathematical computations show that cluster-based structured

overlays require O(N) join/leave events before any significant topo-

logical changes to occur (i.e. before a split or merge operation

is prompted) [40] . HDHTs are stable because of robustness to
ynamic events and are scalable because they can accommodate

opulation growth due to small independent overlays. 

A smaller network outperforms a larger overlay due to reduced

omplexity. A less populated network achieves higher lookup suc-

ess [17,18] , and lower lookup latency [17] or less number of hop

ounts [4] . With this, HDHTs are efficient because they have small

ndependent overlays that have good performance. 

Table 6 lists hierarchical DHT design with two or more levels.

hordella, Brocade, Garces-Erice system, Cellular-Chord, PAIS, Mo-

iStore, Tiny Bubbles, Pandey system and Mizrak system are all su-

erpeer HDHT designs. HIERAS, Canon, PCMS, Cyclone, and Coral

re all homogeneous HDHT designs, wherein nodes participate in

wo or more overlays and a flat structure is configured at the top

evel. 
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Chordella is a superpeer design that focuses on optimiz-

ng the traffic in the whole overlay [9] , wherein the top over-

ay is Chord and the sub overlays are point-to-multipoint net-

orks. This design exhibits lower bandwidth consumption and

ower latency compared to Chord, at varying total population and

t no churn [9] . Also, it has better success ratios than Chord

t varying node lifetime. However, analysis only considered the

ffects of churn on Chordella and Chord in terms of success

atios. 

Another superpeer design is Brocade [10] , which uses indepen-

ent Tapestry systems for both the top overlay and the sub over-

ays. Brocade has slightly better latency and bandwidth consump-

ion than Tapestry, a flat DHT system. Unlike Chordella, the analysis

n Brocade does not consider churn. 

The superpeer design proposed by Garces-Erice et al. [11] shows

he framework for constructing hierarchical DHTs using Chord as

he top overlay. The hierarchical system based on this design has

etter performance in terms of latency and hop count compared

o Chord. However, this hierarchical system is not analyzed under

hurn. 

Cellular-Chord is also a superpeer HDHT that focuses on in-

egrating nodes in the cellular network using a topology-aware

echanism [13] . It uses Chord systems for both the top overlay

nd the sub overlays. It is compared to Chord based on hop counts

t varying total population and traffic consumption at long simu-

ation time. Similar to other HDHTs, Cellular-Chord is not analyzed

nder churn. 

Some superpeer systems are specifically designed for certain

pplications. Proximity-aware and interest-clustered P2P file shar-

ng system (PAIS) groups peers according to interests and proxim-

ty [41] and is based on the Cycloid flat DHT. MobiStore is a data

tore P2P system that utilizes clustering and redundancy [42] . Tiny

ubbles is an overlay network for military scenarios experiencing

lock churn [43] . Despite its aim to address block churn, the re-

earch work do not show any data analyzing the system under

hurn. Pandey system is a content-based publish/subscribe over a

wo-tier DHT that utilizes domain ontology of Association for Com-

uting Machinery (ACM) [44] . 

Mizrak system considers two-tier superpeer structure which fo-

uses on load balancing [45] . All peers are connected in one sin-

le Chord overlay while the superpeers are on another Chord tier.

ach superpeer is then assigned to a subset of the larger overlay

nd must know how to directly contact each peer on that sub-

et. All messages, even if the destination is intended on the same

ubset, must be forwarded to the superpeer. This setup is highly

ependent on the operation of the superpeer. The simulation re-

ults focused on load balancing, such as how many peers were as-

igned to each superpeer or how much traffic is handled by each

uperpeer. 

HIERAS is a homogeneous HDHT using multiple ring layers in

rder to improve scalability and routing performance [12] . In this

ystem, routing requests are initially executed at lower rings be-

ore escalated to the upper rings. HIERAS is compared to Chord at

arying total population and at varying underlying topology model

e.g. TS, BRITE, INET) but is not examined under varying node

ifetimes. 

Another homogeneous design is Canon, which constructs a hi-

rarchical structure from almost any flat DHT overlay while main-

aining flat design functionality and load homogeneity [14] . Similar

o HIERAS, Canon is compared to Chord at varying total population

ut is not analyzed under churn. 

Two other homogeneous designs are Cyclone [15] and Coral

16] . Cyclone is used for creating a system with optimal logarith-

ic routing hops but without establishing unnecessary links. Coral

llows peers to store pointers pertaining to other peers and to

orm various clusters using round trip times. However, the two
ystems are not analyzed intensively since both are not studied un-

er churn and are not even compared to any flat DHT. 

P2P community management system (PCMS) uses autonomous

HT overlay for each community based on existing flat DHT over-

ays [46] . It proves to be better compared to Chord and Kademlia

ut churn analysis of the system only involved varying of the node

ifetime rather than consider other variables of the system. In ad-

ition, the system utilized a homogeneous design which would not

e practical for mobile devices. 

Based on the table, the effects of churn in a HDHT have not

een analyzed intensively. Some studies did not consider churn

n their performance evaluation, while some have limited their

nalysis only on one or two performance metrics and only on

ew variables. Three research works did not even compare their

imulation results with respect to an FDHT. With this, we pro-

ose to intensively analyze the effects of high churn in HDHTs

ith respect to an FDHT by evaluating three performance met-

ics (lookup success, lookup latency and bandwidth usage) at vari-

us operating conditions. These three performance metrics are uti-

ized by several researches as shown in Tables 4 and 5 . Section 3.3

iscusses these three performance metrics and the evaluation

ethod. 

.5. Summary 

Existing flat DHTs do not perform well in highly dynamic sce-

arios. They suffer increased latency, increased bandwidth con-

umption and decreased lookup success ratio, which should be

voided in an efficient routing setup. Even with some modifica-

ions, they still perform badly or need extra resources for meager

mprovement. Therefore, we reason that FDHTs are not suitable at

igh churn, as a consequence of their design. A better alternative is

n HDHT, due to several advantages and better performance. HD-

Ts, specifically the superpeer design, can be used to mitigate the

ffects of churn in wireless networks. 

. Research design 

In this section, we introduce the different simulation config-

rations and evaluation methods utilized. This research aims to

nvestigate the performance of different DHTs, flat and hierarchi-

al, when subjected to high churn. Evaluating the impact of churn

o these DHTs would determine whether HDHTs perform better

han FDHTs. We have installed OMNeT ++ version 4.2.2, OverSim-

0121206 and inet version 20111118 on an Ubuntu Linux 12.04

achine. 

.1. Overlay configurations 

In order to analyze DHT performance, we have implemented

he DHTs in a discrete event simulator called OMNeT ++ [48] .

MNeT ++ is chosen for this research specifically because of Over-

im, an open-source P2P overlay simulation that has support for

arious P2P overlays and churn. 

The OverSim API follows the Structured P2P API proposed by

abek et al. [49] . It has four layers/tiers (Tier 2-0, Underlay) to

eparate different P2P overlay functions. Tier 2 refers to different

pplications that use DHT functions such as file sharing, name ser-

ices, gaming and streaming. Tier 1 pertains to DHT functions such

s indexing, caching and replication. Tier 0 represents the different

ey-based routing (KBR) overlays such as Chord, Kademlia and Pas-

ry. Underlay describes the underlying network properties such as

hysical topology and churn generators. 

In the Underlay tier, the SimpleUnderlay module of OverSim is

tilized as the abstracted underlying physical network composed

f two kinds of nodes, namely, mobile nodes, and reliable nodes.
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Table 7 

Simulation variables (when a variable is fixed, it is set to the value emphasized 

in bold typeface.) 

Simulation variables Values 

Total population ( N ) 50 0, 10 0 0, 20 0 0 , 40 0 0, 80 0 0 (nodes) 

Maintenance interval ( t m ) 36 , 60, 300, 600 (s) 

Reliable population ratio ( R Reliable ) 10%, 25%, 50% , 75%, 90% 

Number of clusters ( C ) 10 , 25, 50 (clusters) 

Node lifetime ( E [ t on ]) 10 0,20 0, 40 0 ,80 0,160 0 (s) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8 

Fixed simulation parameters. 

Fixed parameters Values 

Repetition 10 runs per scenario 

Transition time 1200 s 

Measurement time 3600 s 

Mean lookup request interval 60 s 

Redundancy 4 redundant nodes 

Graceful leave delay 5 s 

Graceful leave probability 0.5 

UDP timeout 5 s 
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1 In one scenario, we consider only one value per variable. 
The NoChurn and LifetimeChurn modules of OverSim model the re-

liable and mobile nodes, respectively. NoChurn generator creates

nodes that do not leave the network; while LifetimeChurn gener-

ator creates nodes that have limited lifetimes. 

We have configured three different DHTs for simulation: Chord

DHT, Chord–Chord HDHT and Chord–Kademlia HDHT. Chord DHT

is chosen to represent FDHTs since it has been widely studied and

researched. It is the flat overlay system typically used when com-

paring flat and hierarchical systems. It is also typically used as the

top overlay protocol in several superpeer design. 

For HDHTs, the superpeer design is selected because its inde-

pendent sub overlays are suitable for localizing churn. A frame-

work for hierarchical DHTs identifies clusters to have indepen-

dently maintained intra-group overlays and the top overlay to have

inter-cluster routing [11] . The top overlay used in this study is

Chord, similar to several superpeer designs. With this, we define

HDHTs with Chord as the top overlay and two different topolo-

gies for the sub overlays. We explore Chord and Kademlia as the

sub overlays; both of which are supported in OverSim and rep-

resent two different topologies, ring-like and mesh-like. Based on

our preliminary results, Kademlia shows better performance than

Chord. 

There are two types of nodes in HDHT, namely, regular peers

and superpeers. Regular peers are located in the sub overlays and

can either be reliable or mobile. Superpeers are always reliable and

have two overlay instances, one for the top overlay and one for

the sub overlay. The superpeer functions as a regular peer in the

sub overlay instance and it also functions as a gateway for routing

inter-cluster communications in the top overlay. 

Lookup requests in HDHTs are either routed locally or globally

depending on the destination node’s location. A peer determines

whether the destination is within the same overlay or not by look-

ing into the overlay ID of the destination, which is specified by the

Tier 2 application along with the desired key. If the request is local,

then the request is routed using the implemented KBR overlay. If

the request is global, the request is forwarded to the superpeer of

the source node. Then the superpeer locates the superpeer of the

destination node, which will determine the address of the destina-

tion node. The address is returned back to the source node using

the reverse path. Finally, the source node directly communicates

with the destination node. 

3.2. Experimental setup 

Two sets of experiments are simulated in this work. For each

set, we test the effects of varying different parameters on the DHT

performance under several conditions. The first set evaluates the

Chord–Chord HDHT performance compared to Chord FDHT, with

and without churn. This set of experiments aims to determine

which system has a better performance under churn; a flat system

or a hierarchical system. The second set of experiments measures

the Chord–Kademlia performance compared to Chord–Chord, both

with and without churn. This set discovers whether different HD-

HTs have similar performance under various scenarios. 
Table 7 lists the values of the variables used in the simulation.

or each set, a variable is varied one at a time while keeping the

ther variables fixed. Fixed values are those values in the table em-

hasized in bold typeface. 

Total population ( N ) indicates the total number of nodes in the

imulation. In the case of hierarchical DHTs, the total population

s evenly distributed across all the sub overlays. For instance, in a

0 0 0-node 10-cluster system, there are 10 superpeers, 99 reliable

odes per cluster and 100 mobile nodes per cluster. 

Maintenance interval ( t m 

) pertains to the duration between two

verlay maintenance procedures of Chord. Maintenance interval

alues indicated are arbitrarily chosen since values typically used

n recent studies for Chord under high churn range from less than

0–120 s [17,18,50–53] . However, these values are not applied to

ademlia as it does not result to any significant performance im-

rovement but results to very high bandwidth and very long sim-

lation time. 

Reliable population ratio ( R Reliable ) defines the percentage of re-

iable nodes in the system. Number of clusters ( C ) sets the number

f sub overlays available in HDHT only. Since the total system size

s evenly distributed to all the clusters, a higher C means lower

luster size (i.e. less reliable nodes and less mobile nodes perxbrk

luster). 

Node lifetime ( E [ t on ]) specifies the mean value of the randomly

istributed session times of mobile peers. Session times are based

n the Weibull distribution with shape factor equal to 0.40. The

istribution and shape factor are selected by comparing the his-

ogram of the generated session times to that of some P2P appli-

ations [54] and P2P IPTV [55] . 

The two variables, R Reliable and E [ t on ], only affect DHTs under

hurn since stable DHTs do not have mobile peers. 

Table 8 lists the fixed simulation parameters. The values are se-

ected based on preliminary simulations. 

Repetition pertains to the number of runs simulated per sce-

ario. 1 Transition time is the duration provided as lead time for

he network to converge; while the Measurement time is the du-

ation provided for gathering data. When the transition time is

qual to 1200 s, most peers have joined the overlay after the time

apses, hence the network is no longer in transient. We have se-

ected measurement time to 3600 s, similar to [30,56,57] . 

Mean lookup request interval dictates the average value of the

andomly distributed DHT GET request intervals. Modifying this

alue does not affect either lookup latency or lookup success ra-

io but only varies the bandwidth usage due to application traffic.

edundancy specifies the number of nodes that is assigned to store

 particular DHT entry and the number of nodes that is queried

or lookup requests. Varying this value does not affect the success

atios and bandwidth consumptions but only affects the latencies. 

Graceful leave delay is the duration between the instant a node

erforms a leave procedure and the instant that node departs from

he network. Graceful leave probability dictates the likelihood of a
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h  
ode departing from the network with or without proper leave

rocedure. Varying either of the two has no significant effect on

he success ratios and latencies. 

UDP Timeout defines the time-to-leave of all UDP Remote Pro-

edural Calls (RPC) such as overlay messages, DHT requests. When

 response to an RPC is not received, the message is assumed to

e lost and the RPC timeouts. This value affects the success ratio

n the sense that a request is automatically set to fail if it exceeds

he timeout. However, changing this value by a few seconds does

ot significantly affect the simulation results. Even if we increase

he timeout, destination nodes which have left the system will no

onger be reachable, thus requests to these nodes would result to

ailure. Changing this value has no bandwidth consumptions but

ffects the average lookup latencies. 

.3. Evaluation method 

For each experiment, a DHT system is analyzed based on three

erformance characteristics, namely stability, efficiency, and scal-

bility. To quantify the characteristics even further, we measure

hree metrics which are lookup success, lookup latency and band-

idth consumption. 2 

Stability is the resilience of the system in the presence of churn

nd can be measured by the lookup success metric. A stable sys-

em does not fail catastrophically in the face of dynamic member-

hip. Each node in a DHT computes for its lookup success ratio

hich is equal to the percent of total completed lookups that is

erformed correctly and successfully. 3 Eq. (1) shows the formula

or lookup success ratio. 

ookup success = 

Number of of correct and complete lookups 

Total number of completed lookups 

(1) 

Based on the DHTTestApp module in OverSim, lookup requests

re successful if the returned value is the same as the value stored

n the destination node. However, lookup requests may fail due to

 number of reasons such as explicit failure caused by timeouts,

ncorrect or no value is returned, supposedly expired entry is re-

urned, or unexpected key is requested. Based on simulations, the
2 In succeeding discussions, lookup success and lookup latency are more com- 

only referred to as Success Ratio and Latency , respectively. 
3 A completed lookup pertains to a DHT request that has returned a DHT reply 

o the source node. However, the reply may or may not be the correct value. 

a  

l  

s  

c  

o

ast failure scenario is a constant simulation artifact that is present

n all results and has a very small but negligible value. 

Efficiency focuses on resource utilization, an essential require-

ent in engineering systems, which can be measured by lookup

atency and bandwidth usage. An efficient system incurs low aver-

ge delay and low average consumption. Each node in a DHT cal-

ulates for its average lookup delay and average bandwidth con-

umption based on Eqs. (2) and (3) , respectively. In this research,

 node’s average lookup latency is calculated based on the average

f all the delays incurred in completing all the lookup requests of

hat node. A node’s bandwidth consumption is computed as the

atio of the total bytes sent by that node over the total simulation

ime. 

[ Lookup Latency ] n = 

∑ L 
l=1 Latency of lookup l 

L 
( s ) (2)

[ BW Consumption ] n = 

Total bytes sent 

Simulation time 

(
Bytes 

s 

)
(3) 

Where: 
L = Total number of lookups 
N = Total number of nodes 
n = A certain node 

Bandwidth usage can be further broken down into three com-

onents, namely application data bandwidth, application lookup

andwidth, and maintenance bandwidth. Application data band-

idth pertains to all traffic originating from the DHT application.

his includes both the messages for DHT requests and the mainte-

ance traffic for DHT updates. For the HDHTs, this bandwidth also

ncludes the global lookup messages for inter-cluster communica-

ions. On the other hand, the maintenance bandwidth pertains to

verlay transmitted for maintaining the overlays such as for up-

ating routing tables, for checking alive neighbors and for joining

verlays. 

Scalability entails that the system performance does not degrade

pon an increase in population size. We can analyze system scal-

bility when the values of the performance metrics do not signifi-

antly degrade as we introduce more nodes. 

In the two sections for evaluation, performance metrics are an-

lyzed based on the average values of all the nodes in the system,

ather than based on a single node. These averages are computed

y getting the means of all the nodes’ performance metrics. 

. Evaluation of Chord–Chord HDHT 

In this section, Chord–Chord HDHT is compared to Chord DHT

t various operating conditions in order to determine which sys-

em is better in the presence of churn. 

.1. Success Ratio 

Fig. 3 shows the Success Ratio with respect to the Total Pop-

lation of four DHT systems. The figure shows that both Chord

HT and Chord–Chord HDHT under churn display decreasing suc-

ess ratios when the total population increases, similar to [18] .

t higher population, resolving a node’s location becomes slower

ince the request is forwarded to more hops and thus more

rone to error since the request is more likely to pass unreliable

odes. 

We can also see from the figure that Chord–Chord HDHT has

igher success ratios than that of the Chord DHT, despite the neg-

tive effects of churn. The HDHT has several independent over-

ays that are much smaller than the Chord DHT overlay. Since a

maller overlay has better performance, Chord DHT has lower suc-

ess ratios due to having effectively higher population all in one

verlay. 
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Fig. 4. Success Ratio at different scenarios with N = 20 0 0 nodes. Note that Chord DHT and Chord–Chord HDHT without churn plots overlap at 100% success ratio. 
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4 
Both Chord DHT and Chord–Chord HDHT without churn do not

encounter lookup failures since nodes do not churn, similar to the

results presented in [31,52] . However, the systems with churn ex-

perience the effects of system instability as the success ratios drop

significantly relative to their no-churn counterparts. The drop in

the success ratios is mainly attributed to failed lookup requests

due to timeouts. Also because of un-updated DHT records and

topology, lookup requests fail as the returned value is incorrect.

Based on all the simulations of DHTs under churn, low success

ratios are experienced by all regular peers, whether mobile or

reliable. 

Fig. 4 shows the Success Ratio of four DHT systems when other

variables are changed one at a time. In this set of images, Chord

DHT and Chord–Chord HDHT without churn plots overlap at 100%
success ratio. 
Fig. 4 (a) shows the Success Ratio with respect to the Main-

enance Interval of four DHT systems. In this figure, we can see

hat when the Maintenance Interval increases, both Chord DHT and

hord–Chord HDHT under churn display decreasing success ratios.

he P2P system must update its topology faster than the churn rate

or it to be stable. Otherwise, updates are useless and lookup fail-

res are more likely to prevail. Lookup replies may return incorrect

alues since the DHT records are not up to date. Lookup requests

ay not reach the correct destination node, since the routing ta-

les contain incorrect peers. Worse, lookup requests can timeout

ince replies do not return at all. 4 
Leading cause of lookup failures. 
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Fig. 5. Latency at varying Total Population ( t m = 36 s, R Reliable = 50%, C = 10 clusters, 

E [ t on ] = 400 s). 
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Similar to [35] , when the maintenance interval is greater than

alf the node session time, 5 lookup success significantly drops.

uccess ratio is almost zero since routing tables and DHT records

o longer contain correct and updated information. Furthermore,

ystems with no churn are unaffected by changes in the mainte-

ance durations based on the figure. 

Fig. 4 (b) shows the Success Ratio with respect to the Reliable

opulation Ratio of the two churning DHT systems. 6 This figure

hows that as more reliable peers participate in the overlay, it

s less likely that requests timeout or return wrong values and

HT records go stale. Success ratio improves due to better node

vailability. This increasing success ratio slowly converges to the

o-churn success ratio. 

Fig. 4 (c) shows the Success Ratio with respect to the Number of

lusters of the two HDHT systems. 7 We can see from this figure

hat as the number of clusters increases, the success ratio of the

DHT under churn slightly increases. 

Cluster size depends on the total population and the number of

lusters. When the number of clusters in the network is increased,

he cluster size is effectively reduced. Since the size is minimized,

here are fewer nodes in each sub overlay. We can expect that the

uccess ratio increases because there are fewer peers in each sub

verlay. With this, as the number of clusters increases, the success

atio also increases. 

Fig. 4 (d) shows the Success Ratio with respect to the Node Life-

ime of the two churning DHT systems. We can see from this

gure that as the node lifetime increases, success ratio increases.

he node join/leave rate decreases as the node lifetime increases.

ecause fewer nodes join and leave the overlay, nodes are more

ikely present, along with the keys stored in them. These nodes

an participate in the overlay and exchange maintenance or DHT

pdates. Lookup requests are less likely to timeout because the

outing table entries and DHT records are more likely updated.

ecause of better stability, the system experiences better success

atio. 

.2. Latency 

Fig. 5 shows the Latency with respect to the Total Population

f four DHT systems. This figure shows that lookup latency in-

reases when the total population increases. When there are more

odes present, lookup requests incur more hops to complete and

ake longer to resolve, since some nodes are unreliable. Corollary

o this, a smaller network should resolve a lookup faster because

f fewer hops. 

Based on the figure, Chord–Chord HDHT with churn has lower

atencies than that of the Chord DHT with churn. HDHT uses super-

eers to pass global requests. Results show that the global lookup

atency 8 is roughly 0.8–1.3 s. This denotes that global lookup reso-

ution is very fast as the top overlay acts as high-speed backbone

etwork. A source node can immediately contact desired peers, be-

ause of the fast resolution at the top overlay and the small pop-

lation at the sub overlays. Hence, Chord–Chord HDHT with churn

as lower latency than Chord DHT with churn due to the hierar-

hical design. 
5 In Fig. 4 (a), node session time is equal to 200 s. Maintenance interval greater 

han half the session time are 300 and 600 s. While maintenance interval less than 

alf the session time are 36 and 60 s. 
6 No-churn systems have no mobile peers. So performance metrics of these sys- 

ems are not affected when we vary R Reliable or E [ t on ], which rely on the presence 

f mobile peers. For Figs. 4 (b) and (d), 6 (b) and (d), 9 , 11 , 13 (b) and (d), the perfor- 

ance metric of no-churn systems are held at fixed values. 
7 An FDHT has a single overlay. So performance metrics of an FDHT are not af- 

ected when we vary the number of clusters. For Figs. 4 (c), 6 (c), 10 and 13 (c), the 

erformance metric of flat systems are held at fixed values. 
8 Time needed to find the desired nodes for the global requests. 
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Both Chord DHT and Chord–Chord HDHT have similar lookup

atencies at no churn, regardless of any increase in the total pop-

lation. When churn is not prevalent in a DHT, nodes and the

ey-value pairs associated to them are always available. Lookup re-

uests are completed quickly without exceeding the defined time-

o-live (TTL). But when churn is prevalent in a DHT, the key-value

airs are sometimes missing or outdated. Lookup requests often

imeout, exacerbating the average lookup latency. Long lookup la-

ency caused merely by the presence of churn is experienced re-

ardless of the network variables. Thus, churn degrades system

erformance in terms of both lookup success and lookup latencies.

ased on all simulations of DHTs under churn, high latencies are

xperienced by all regular peers, whether mobile or reliable, in ei-

her Chord DHT or Chord–Chord HDHT. 

Fig. 6 shows the Latency of four DHT systems when other vari-

bles are changed one at a time. 

Fig. 6 (a) shows the Latency with respect to the Maintenance In-

erval of the four DHT systems. This figure shows that both Chord

HT and Chord-Chord HDHT under churn display increasing la-

encies when the maintenance interval increases. When topologi-

al and application changes are not updated quickly, lookup query

imeouts are pervasive. These requests are completed by default

ut are not successful due to exceeded TTL. More timeouts oc-

ur when the maintenance interval increases, hence the average

ookup latency also increases. Similar to Fig. 4 (a), average lookup

atency is very high for intervals 300 and 600 s since lookup time-

uts are more common. 

Fig. 6 (b) shows the Latency with respect to the Reliable Popula-

ion Ratio of the two churning DHT systems. There are less request

imeouts at higher reliable population ratios due to better node

vailability. So lookups are resolved more quickly reducing the av-

rage lookup latency. This decreasing latency slowly converges to

he no-churn latency values. 

Fig. 6 (c) shows the Latency with respect to the Number of Clus-

ers of the two HDHT systems. This figure conveys that as the

umber of clusters increases, latency decreases to some degree.

luster size becomes smaller as the number of clusters increases.

e can expect that the latency in each sub overlay is decreased

ue to smaller population. 

Fig. 6 (d) shows the Latency with respect to the Node Lifetime

f the two churning systems. We can see in this figure that a

hurning system becomes more stable when the node lifetime

ncreases. Nodes are able to engage in overlay activities, such as

xchanging topology messages and updating DHT records. Lookup

equests are less likely to timeout and are resolved more quickly
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Fig. 6. Latency at different scenarios with N = 20 0 0 nodes. 
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due to updated topology and DHT entries causing a lower average

lookup latency. 

4.3. Bandwidth consumption 

Fig. 7 shows the Bandwidth Consumption with respect to the To-

tal Population of the four DHT systems. In this figure, we can see

that when the total population increases, bandwidth slightly in-

creases. 

Chord nodes periodically send out topology maintenance up-

dates. 9 If the population is increased, more nodes are able to par-

ticipate in the overlay then more network updates are transmitted

resulting to higher maintenance traffic. With this, bandwidth con-

sumption increases as the total population increases, as a conse-

quence of increased maintenance load. 
9 These are messages for updating the overlay network topology (i.e. nodes’ rout- 

ing tables). They are different from the updates for the DHT records, which are 

essentially application maintenance. 

 0
 0  1000  2000  3000  4000  5000  6000  7000  8000

Total population (nodes)

Fig. 7. Bandwidth Consumption at varying Total Population ( t m = 36 s, R Reliable = 50%, 

C = 10 clusters, E [ t on ] = 400 s). 
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Table 9 

Bandwidth consumption of superpeers and regular peers in 

Chord–Chord HDHT. 

Superpeers Regular peers 

Total traffic ≈590 Bps/node ≈350 Bps/node 

Application traffic ≈550 Bps/node ≈185 Bps/node 

Maintenance traffic ≈40 Bps/node ≈170 Bps/node 

Table 10 

Bandwidth consumption of mobile and reliable regular peers in Chord–

Chord HDHT. (Regular peers pertain to non-superpeers that are either 

mobile or reliable.) 

Mobile regular peers Reliable regular peers 

Total traffic ≈390 Bps/node ≈150 Bps/node 

Application traffic ≈200 Bps/node ≈30 Bps/node 

Maintenance traffic ≈180 Bps/node ≈110 Bps/node 
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Fig. 8. Bandwidth Consumption at varying Maintenance Interval ( N = 20 0 0 nodes, 

R Reliable = 50%, C = 10 clusters, E [ t on ] = 400 s). 
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Fig. 9. Bandwidth Consumption at varying Reliable Population Ratio ( N = 20 0 0 nodes, 

t m = 36 s, C = 10 clusters, E [ t on ] = 400 s). 
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Chord–Chord HDHT (with or without churn) has lower band-

idth consumption than that of its Chord DHT counterpart. Since

he former has smaller sub overlay population, fewer nodes trans-

it maintenance traffic resulting to lower bandwidth usage. 

Finally, churning systems experience the effects of churn as

he bandwidth consumption significantly increases relative to the

o-churn systems. Both Chord DHT and Chord–Chord HDHT have

igher bandwidth consumption in order to maintain the overlay

opology and update DHT records. 

Based on the three performance metrics, Chord–Chord HDHT

hows promising improvements over the Chord DHT. The trade-off

s evident however when we delve into the superpeers’ traffic. 

Tables 9 and 10 display the average node bandwidth utilization

reakdowns of superpeer against regular peer and of mobile peer

gainst reliable peer, respectively. Table contents are based on a

hord–Chord HDHT under churn scenario with the following fixed

arameters: N = 20 0 0 nodes, t m 

= 36 s, R Reliable = 50%, C = 10 clus-

ers, and E [ t on ] = 400 s. 

Table 9 shows that superpeers have higher total traffic com-

ared to regular peers because of higher application traffic. About

0% of all requests are global in a 10-cluster HDHT, so super-

eers are burdened with forwarding these global messages result-

ng to higher application traffic. When the system has more nodes,

ore nodes send out global requests and the superpeers forward

ven more of these requests. Basically, superpeer bandwidth con-

umption increases greatly with an increase in the total popula-

ion. Comparing the maintenance bandwidth consumptions, super-

eers have low topology maintenance traffic than regular peers,

ince top overlay is stable. Despite the significant bandwidth uti-

ization of the superpeers, this does not reflect in the average node

andwidth, since there are only 10 superpeers in the network. All

he non-superpeers’ bandwidth usage dilute the superpeers’ high

andwidth consumption. 

Table 10 shows that among regular peers, the bandwidth con-

umptions differ depending on their mobility. Mobile peers use

ore bandwidth than regular peers due to higher application

nd maintenance traffic. 10 They transmit more messages for join-

ng/leaving the overlay, filling the routing tables and acquiring DHT

ecords. Although churn effects in terms of success ratio and la-

ency are similar whether a regular peer is mobile or reliable,

hurn effect in terms of bandwidth consumption depends on the

ode type. 

Fig. 8 shows the Bandwidth Consumption with respect to the

aintenance Interval . From this figure, we can infer that all sys-
10 Both true for either flat or hierarchical DHT. 

 

R  

fi  
ems display diminishing bandwidth consumption as the value of

he maintenance interval is increasing. 

Maintenance interval is the reciprocal of the maintenance rate,

r the speed at which topological updates or messages are sent.

igher maintenance interval equates to lower maintenance rate. If

he maintenance rate is lower, nodes send out less maintenance

ytes and use up less bandwidth. When we increase the mainte-

ance interval, we decrease the maintenance rate and we decrease

he node bandwidth consumption. 

Looking at the 36- and 60-s scenarios, we infer the following.

irst, a DHT with churn has higher traffic consumption than the

ame DHT without churn. A churning DHT has to execute more

aintenance traffic due to overlay join and leave procedures and

ue to DHT record refreshes. Second, the hierarchical system has

ower traffic consumption than the flat system, since the former

as smaller cluster sizes. 

However, the 300- and 600-s settings show different results.

odes do not remain in the network long enough to exchange rel-

vant updates. Since the maintenance rates are too low, nodes ex-

hange messages rarely, thus traffic consumption is too low for all

HTs. 

Fig. 9 shows the Bandwidth Consumption with respect to the

eliable Population Ratio of the two churning DHT systems. This

gure conveys that as the reliable population ratio increases,
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Fig. 10. Bandwidth Consumption at varying Number of Clusters ( N = 20 0 0 nodes, 

t m = 36 s, R Reliable = 50%, E [ t on ] = 400 s). 

Table 11 

Bandwidth consumption of superpeers as C increases in Chord–Chord 

HDHT. 

Superpeers (no-churn) Superpeers (churn) 

Total traffic at C = 10 ≈715 Bps/node ≈585 Bps/node 

Total traffic at C = 25 ≈340 Bps/node ≈300 Bps/node 

Total traffic at C = 50 ≈230 Bps/node ≈210 Bps/node 
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Fig. 11. Bandwidth Consumption at varying Node Lifetime ( N = 20 0 0 nodes, t m = 36 

s, R Reliable = 50%, C = 10 clusters). 

Table 12 

Chord-–Chord HDHT performance during bootstrap. 

Disabled DHT requests Enabled DHT requests 

No churn With churn No churn With churn 

Success ratio 0 0 0.997 0.445 

Latency (s) 0 0 1.29 2.68 

Bandwidth Cons. 

(Bps/node) 

≈129 ≈139 ≈174 ≈243 
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C  
systems become more stable; bandwidth utilization increases,

then decreases to converge back to the no-churn values. 

At a highly mobile environment (e.g. 10% reliable population ra-

tio), nodes are unable to properly communicate with each other re-

sulting to low bandwidth usage. Success ratios are also very poor

at this environment based on Fig. 4 (b). Only during this case is

Chord DHT bandwidth consumption lower than that of Chord–

Chord HDHT, because the former is no longer operating properly

(i.e. success ratio is almost zero). At 50% reliable population ra-

tio, bandwidth usage has increased. More nodes are available in

the network and are able to transmit messages for topology and

DHT maintenance. At the 90% case, nodes consume less bandwidth

than at 50%. More nodes are stable and require less maintenance

traffic. 

Fig. 10 shows the Bandwidth Consumption with respect to the

Number of Clusters of the two HDHT systems. This figure shows

that if we keep the total population constant and increase the

number of clusters, the bandwidth utilization slightly decreases,

since fewer nodes transmit maintenance messages in each clus-

ter. Although increasing the number of clusters only shows little

performance enhancement overall, it has significant impact in re-

ducing the top overlay traffic. 

Table 11 shows the bandwidth utilization of the superpeers as

C increases. When the number of clusters increases, the band-

width consumption of superpeers are reduced. Whether Chord–

Chord HDHT is under churn or not, superpeers have to route less

messages when there are several clusters since there are fewer

nodes in each sub overlay. We can construct an HDHT with more

number of clusters to reduce the superpeer load. We expect that

Chord–Chord HDHT under churn has lower superpeer traffic since

fewer nodes are available to send global requests. 

Fig. 11 shows the Bandwidth Consumption with respect to the

Node Lifetime of the two systems under churn. In this figure, we

can see that bandwidth consumption initially increases to a cer-

tain point as the node lifetime increases. However, it decreases if
he node lifetime increases even further. This behavior is caused by

etter system stability similar to the discussion on Fig. 9 . 

At short node session time (e.g. E [ t on ] = 100 s ), bandwidth con-

umption is very low. During this scenario, a great quantity of

odes are joining and leaving the network, causing the DHT to be

aulty. Nodes are not able to communicate properly, and there is

ow traffic in the overlay. If the average node lifetime is increased,

ore nodes are able to exchange messages in the overlay. Traffic

ncreases due to higher maintenance traffic. 

At long node session time (e.g. E [ t on ] > 400 s), bandwidth con-

umption decreases as the node lifetime increases and is slowly to

onverge to the no-churn states. Nodes are more often available

nd the system requires less maintenance. So if the average node

ifetime is increased, the overlay utilizes less bandwidth. 

.4. What happens to Chord–Chord HDHT during transient phase? 

Previous discussions concentrate on the analysis of DHT perfor-

ance during transient phase. However, performance differs when

nalyzed during network bootstrap, wherein both the top overlay

nd sub overlays are constructed. The top overlay is quickly formed

ecause it usually consists of 10 superpeers only. The sub overlays

re slowly formed because they have larger population sizes. All

egular peers in the network perform join procedures in order to

elf-organize the sub overlays. 

Table 12 lists the Chord–Chord HDHT performance during boot-

trap. In this table, we show Chord–Chord HDHT with and without

hurn, and with and without DHT requests with the following pa-

ameters: N = 20 0 0 nodes, t m 

= 36 s , R Reliable = 50% for churning

DHT, C = 10 clusters, and E [ t on ] = 400 s for churning HDHT. Dur-

ng transient phase, regular peers do not perform any lookup re-

uests. However for this discussion, we enabled the DHT requests

or two scenarios to examine the HDHT operation during bootstrap.

When DHT requests are disabled during the transient period,

hord–Chord HDHT has 0% success ratios and 0-s latencies because
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lower latencies than Chord–Chord HDHT. Chord–Kademlia HDHT 

11 Success Ratios at varying Reliable Population Ratio, at varying Number of Clus- 

ters and at varying Node Lifetime. 
eers do not perform lookup requests. Similar to Tables 9 and 10 ,

hord–Chord HDHT experiences small bandwidth consumptions

ue to overlay maintenance traffic. Chord–Chord HDHT with churn

xperiences slightly higher traffic because of topology maintenance

pdates. 

When DHT requests are enabled during the transient period,

eers can perform lookup requests even when the hierarchical sys-

em is not completely constructed. 

Chord–Chord HDHT without churn still has 100% success ratio,

ince peers can only search for keys that are available in the whole

etwork. Because of node availability, Chord–Chord HDHT without

hurn has low lookup latency and low bandwidth usage. 

Chord–Chord HDHT with churn has 44.5% success ratio, which

s significantly lower than the expected 60% success ratio (see

ig. 3 ). Additional lookup failures are caused by the partitions

ithin sub overlays. Even if peers have not yet joined any sub over-

ay, they can still perform lookup requests. Such queries would fail

ue to timeouts since peers cannot communicate with their neigh-

ors. Because of the lookup failures and node timeouts, Chord–

hord HDHT under churn experiences higher lookup latency com-

ared to Chord–Chord HDHT without churn. Chord–Chord HDHT

nder churn encounters higher bandwidth utilization compared to

hord–Chord HDHT without churn due to higher maintenance and

pplication traffic. 

Compared to Chord–Chord HDHT after transient phase (see

igs. 5 and 7 ), Chord–Chord HDHT during transient has similar

atency and bandwidth usage values. Chord–Chord HDHT during

ransient phase still operates properly even at a slightly poorer per-

ormance compared to Chord–Chord HDHT during steady-state. 

.5. Summary of the evaluation of Chord–Chord HDHT 

Our results show the adverse effects of churn on the perfor-

ance of DHTs. An unstable system has lower lookup success,

igher lookup latency and higher bandwidth consumption com-

ared to the same system that is relatively stable. The effects on

he success and latency are distributed among all the peers; while

he effect on the bandwidth consumption is concentrated on the

obile peers. 

Increasing the total population degrades the system perfor-

ance of a DHT, since resolving a node’s location require more

ops. Lookup requests take longer to resolve and in some cases,

hey fail because the routing tables and DHT records contain erro-

eous entries. 

Increasing the maintenance interval also degrades the DHT per-

ormance primarily because nodes have stale routing tables and

HT records. Although higher maintenance interval introduces less

andwidth consumption, the success ratios and latency fail consid-

rably. Lookup requests often timeout, causing failures and increas-

ng the delays. 

Increasing the reliable population enhances the DHT perfor-

ance as a result of better node availability. When there are more

eliable nodes in the network, keys are more likely available and

ookup requests are quickly resolved. 

Increasing the number of clusters at constant total population

lightly enhances the HDHT performance as a result of smaller

luster size. At higher number of clusters, there is a slight improve-

ent in the HDHT performance and a significant reduction in su-

erpeer traffic. 

Increasing the node lifetime improves the HDHT performance,

ecause of better node availability. Similar to increasing the reli-

ble population ratio, better node availability causes an increase in

he success ratio, decrease in the latency and a unique effect in the

andwidth utilization. 

Each performance metric improves or degrades depending on

he varied network property. Success Ratio (for churn scenario
nly), Latency and Bandwidth consumption improve when the net-

ork is highly populated with reliable peers, when the HDHT has

any sub overlays, or when the churn rate is low. However these

etrics degrade when the network is highly populated, or when

he maintenance updates are not frequent. We can minimize per-

ormance degradation by choosing a small N , a short t m 

, a high

 Reliable , a large C , and a long E [ t on ]. 

In all scenarios with churn, the Chord–Chord HDHT performs

etter than the Chord DHT. The main cause of such enhancement

s the use of multiple independent clusters. When the nodes are

istributed to different sub overlays, the network size is effec-

ively reduced. We have inferred that a small network is much

etter than a large network, so if we have reduced the network

ize then we can expect better performance. These benefits do not

ome free; such improvements are shouldered by the superpeers,

hich handle forwarding of global lookup messages. These mes-

ages require additional CPU processing and memory on the su-

erpeers. However, superpeer traffic is only in the order of a few

ilobytes/second/node, which is still practical and feasible. 

In no-churn scenarios, the two DHTs are comparable in terms of

atency and success ratios. They operate similarly especially when

oth are stable and differ only in the amount of bandwidth con-

umed. With this, we can deduce that the enhancement of Chord–

hord HDHT over the Chord DHT is only suitable if the nodes ex-

erience churn and there are multiple autonomous systems in the

hole network. 

. Evaluation of Chord–Kademlia HDHT 

In this section, Chord–Chord HDHT is compared to Chord–

ademlia HDHT at various operating conditions in order to deter-

ine whether they perform similarly. 

.1. Success ratio 

Fig. 12 (a) shows the Success Ratio with respect to Total Popu-

ation of the four HDHT systems. Both Chord–Chord and Chord–

ademlia have similar success ratio trends. When the total popu-

ation is increased, the success ratio decreases. 

We can see from this figure that Chord–Kademlia HDHT un-

er churn has higher success ratios than Chord–Chord HDHT under

hurn. This is because of the routing table update policy and size of

ur Kademlia overlay implementation. In the simulation configura-

ion, we have enabled the Secure maintenance parameter of Kadem-

ia, which allows update only if it comes from an authenticated

eer. Authentication occurs by pinging the source of the received

essage. If the source is still alive, the Kademlia node updates its

ucket accordingly. In addition, Kademlia peers have more nodes

n its tables than the Chord peers and are able to quickly locate

he desired nodes because tables are more populated. 

For other Success Ratio scenarios, 11 Chord–Kademlia HDHT per-

orms similarly to Chord–Chord HDHT. The only difference is that

he former has better fault tolerance due to its update policy and

ig routing table. 

.2. Latency 

Fig. 12 (b) shows the Latency with respect to Total Population of

he four HDHT systems. Both Chord–Chord and Chord–Kademlia

ave similar behavior. When the total population is increased, the

atency decreases. 

We can infer from this figure that Chord–Kademlia HDHT has
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Fig. 12. Success Ratio and Latency at varying Total Population with t m = 36 s, R Reliable = 50%, C = 10 clusters, E [ t on ] = 400 s . Note that Chord–Chord HDHT and Chord–Kademlia 

HDHT without churn plots overlap at 100% success ratio. 

Table 13 

Bandwidth consumption of superpeers and regular peers in 

Chord-Kademlia HDHT. 

Superpeers Regular peers 

Total traffic ≈700 Bps/node ≈800 Bps/node 

Application traffic ≈600 Bps/node ≈600 Bps/node 

Maintenance traffic ≈50 Bps/node ≈190 Bps/node 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 14 

Bandwidth consumption of mobile and reliable regular peers in Chord–

Kademlia HDHT. (Regular peers pertain to non-superpeers that are either 

mobile or reliable.) 

Mobile regular peers Reliable regular peers 

Total traffic ≈900 Bps/node ≈120 Bps/node 

Application traffic ≈680 Bps/node ≈40 Bps/node 

Maintenance traffic ≈200 Bps/node ≈40 Bps/node 
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has better average lookup latencies than Chord–Chord HDHT be-

cause of faster lookup resolution for both local and global requests.

Since Chord–Kademlia has larger and more updated routing ta-

bles, correctly locating the desired nodes locally is then easier. Lo-

cal lookup requests are therefore resolved much quickly. Chord–

Kademlia HDHT also provides shorter global lookup latency since

the superpeer at the destination cluster is able to locate the des-

tination nodes much faster 12 than Chord–Chord HDHT, because of

the better freshness and larger size of the routing table. 

For other Latency scenarios, 13 Chord–Kademlia HDHT performs

similarly to Chord–Chord HDHT. The only difference is that the for-

mer resolves lookup requests much faster due to its update policy

and big routing table. 

5.3. Bandwidth consumption 

Fig. 13 shows the Bandwidth Consumption of four HDHT systems

when other variables are changed one at a time. 

Fig. 13 (a) shows the Bandwidth Consumption with respect to To-

tal Population of the four HDHT systems. Although not evident in

the figure, bandwidth consumption increases as the total popula-

tion increases for all HDHTs. For Chord–Kademlia HDHT, the band-

width usage increases exponentially as the total population in-

creases. 

Tables 13 and 14 display the average node bandwidth utiliza-

tion breakdowns of superpeer against regular peer and mobile peer
12 Twice as fast because Chord–Kademlia HDHT’s global lookup latency is half a 

second, while Chord–Chord HDHT’s is 1 s. 
13 Latency at varying Reliable Population Ratio, at varying Number of Clusters and 

at varying Node Lifetime. 

 

b  
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b

gainst reliable peer, respectively, for one particular scenario. Ta-

le contents are based on one Chord-Kademlia HDHT under churn

cenario with the following fixed parameters: N = 20 0 0 nodes,

 Reliable = 50%, C = 10 clusters, and E [ t on ] = 400 s. 

Table 13 shows that regular peers have higher total traffic com-

ared to superpeers in Chord–Kademlia HDHT. This higher regu-

ar peer traffic is caused by higher application and maintenance

raffic of mobile peers as seen in Table 14 . Superpeers are still

urdened with forwarding global messages resulting to high ap-

lication bandwidth. But the regular Kademlia peers, specifically

he mobile peers, experience high traffic because of refreshing the

arge Kademlia buckets and updating their DHT records. Because

f the mobile peers, the average node bandwidth consumption of

ll the regular peers is affected. Although churn effects to suc-

ess ratio and latency are distributed among peers in all the DHTs,

hurn effect in terms of bandwidth consumption still depends on

he node type similar to the previous chapter. 

Because of higher bandwidth usage for regular peers, Chord–

ademlia HDHT under churn has noticeably higher bandwidth uti-

ization than Chord–Chord HDHT under churn. In Chord–Chord

DHT, the regular peers consume lower bandwidth usage than

he superpeers for both maintenance and application traffic. But

n Chord–Kademlia HDHT, the regular peers consume more band-

idth usage than the superpeers due to higher maintenance and

pplication bytes per second. 

However, Chord–Kademlia HDHT with no churn has lower

andwidth consumption than Chord–Chord HDHT with no churn,

ecause the former has very low maintenance traffic ( < 70 Bps).

ince all nodes are reliable and are always available, Kademlia

uckets of the regular peers rarely need to be refreshed. 
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Fig. 13. Bandwidth Consumption at different scenarios (unless considered as a variable, simulation values are N = 20 0 0 nodes, t m = 36 s, R Reliable = 50%, C = 10 clusters, 

E [ t on ] = 400 s ). 
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Fig. 13 (b) shows the Bandwidth Consumption with respect to

eliable Population Ratio of the two churning HDHT systems. The

gure shows that for Chord–Kademlia HDHT, unlike Chord–Chord

DHT, the bandwidth utilization decreases as the reliable popula-

ion increases. Mobile peers have high bandwidth usage for appli-

ation traffic in Kademlia overlays due to the update policy and

outing table size. Because of this, the Chord–Kademlia HDHT ex-

eriences high bandwidth consumption when there are more mo-

ile nodes than reliable nodes. 

Fig. 13 (c) shows the Bandwidth Consumption with respect to

umber of Clusters of the HDHT systems. This figure shows that

f we keep the total population constant and increase the number

f clusters, the bandwidth utilization greatly decreases for Chord–

ademlia HDHT but slightly decreases for Chord–Chord HDHT,

ince fewer nodes transmit maintenance messages. The trend for

hord–Kademlia HDHT is mainly caused by the decreasing applica-

ion traffic, since there are fewer nodes in each cluster at higher C .
 c  
Fig. 13 (d) shows the Bandwidth Consumption with respect to

ode Lifetime of the two churning HDHT systems. The figure shows

hat for Chord–Kademlia HDHT, the bandwidth utilization de-

reases as the node lifetime increases. This behavior is caused by

he mobile peers’ bandwidth consumptions for application traf-

c similar to Fig. 13 (b). When the system contains peers that are

ighly mobile, the mobile peers exhibit high bandwidth consump-

ion due to higher application traffic caused by determining the

estination nodes and by exchanging of DHT records. 

.4. Summary of the evaluation of Chord–Kademlia HDHT 

Our results show that Chord–Chord and Chord–Kademlia HD-

Ts perform similarly except for the bandwidth consumption sce-

arios at varying R Reliable and E [ t on ], where Chord–Kademlia’s traf-

c is decreasing. Both HDHTs perform satisfactorily due to their

luster-based designs, at the cost of higher traffic and processing
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for superpeers. We can see that increasing the total population,

while keeping the number of clusters constant, still degrades the

HDHT system performance. Increasing the reliable population ratio,

number of clusters, or node lifetime improves system performance

of the two HDHTs, as well. 

In no-churn events, the two HDHTs have comparable success

ratios, but Chord–Kademlia HDHT has lower latency and lower

traffic due to its fast lookup resolution. In most cases where churn

is present, Chord–Kademlia HDHT performs better than Chord DHT

in success ratios and latencies but suffers greatly from high traffic,

due to the larger and more updated Kademlia buckets and due to

Kademlia’s update policy. The difference in performance is credited

to the choice of overlay parameters. 

6. Conclusions and future work 

In this work, we have evaluated three systems, namely, Chord

DHT, Chord–Chord HDHT and Chord–Kademlia HDHT, under vari-

ous operating conditions. We have shown that the flat DHT per-

forms poorly at high churn, prompting the need for a system with

better support for mobile nodes. We have shown that the two hier-

archical systems exhibit satisfactory performance even at the pres-

ence of churn. We discover that both HDHTs are more stable, more

efficient and more scalable compared to the flat system and are

therefore good candidates in alleviating the effects of churn in mo-

bile networks. 

Chord–Chord HDHT is better than Chord DHT because of the

cluster-based design resulting to better fault tolerance. It is more

stable, more efficient and more scalable than Chord DHT. Simi-

lar to Chord–Chord HDHT, Chord–Kademlia HDHT also shows good

performance. 

This work’s Chord–Kademlia HDHT implementation can be em-

ployed in mobile networks that need to be reliable and delay-

intolerant but are not bandwidth-constrained. Such networks re-

quire few lookup failures and fast lookup resolution to ensure that

time-sensitive materials are received correctly and immediately.

However if the main consideration is lightweight mobile applica-

tion, our work’s Chord–Chord HDHT implementation is the better

option. Mobile devices have limited capacities, which means short

battery life and unreliable connectivity. Such devices require an ap-

plication that can provide good lookup success and fast lookup la-

tency, along with small bandwidth utilization to optimize the lim-

ited resources. In conclusion, we have shown that by using any of

the two hierarchical DHTs, we can integrate mobile devices into

the P2P paradigm. 

For a more realistic scenario, we suggest various modifications

to the HDHT designs. First, we propose to introduce multiple su-

perpeers per sub overlay for better fault tolerance in the face of

superpeer unreliability. Second, we recommend to introduce more

nodes in the network and to have uneven cluster sizes for HD-

HTs. Practically, a network may span to more than 80 0 0 nodes and

each autonomous system has different population sizes. Third, we

can incorporate actual file exchange after the successful lookup op-

eration to determine the effects of transmitting large data on the

over-all HDHT performance. 
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